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Dear Friend, 
 
Fall colors are happening here in Vermont's Green Mountains.  As my 

head is pulled toward the beautiful leaves adorning our mountains, I 

often think of Sarah, thankful for her time as steward of these Northern 

Forests.  

It often takes a change of the season and sometimes even a death or 

other momentous life event to pull ourselves out of the daily grind and 

routines and to have us lift our heads up and notice life, our 

surroundings, and the world a bit differently.   It is those moments that help us remember what is 

truly important and to restore our intentions for how we walk through this world.  

We have all been involved with the Sarah Forslund Fund for Environmental Leadership because we 

were inspired by what Sarah accomplished and how she lived her life.  We were saddened for 

ourselves and the world that her leadership, stewardship, and advocacy ended at such a young age, 

knowing that we could have well used her wisdom and determination.  But that legacy is now up to 

us.   

This year, thanks to your contributions, the Sarah Forslund Fund provided grants to support: 

 Sierra County Land Trust, to protect the unparalleled scenic, natural, and recreational 

value of the Sierra Buttes/Lakes Basin region of Sierra County, California.  

 Pesticide Action Network, honoring Green Corps Alumnus Paul Towers'  work to reclaim 

the future of food and farming by ending the use of pesticides causing the decline of bees 

and all pollinators.  As an organic farmer myself, I am particularly pleased we could support 

his work.  

 And Green Corps, ensuring they continue investing in our future leaders, training college 

graduates to be organizers and leaders on environmental issues.  

I was reminded recently by another Wisconsin native that, "all of us have our own voice and 

place and way to make this world a kinder and more connected place."  

Many of us take action in our daily lives, our work, our communities.  Supporting the Sarah 

Forslund Fund for Environmental Leadership is another way we can take action – honoring both 

our memories of Sarah and our collective vision of a better world now and for the next generation.    
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In an era of complex global challenges, the Sarah Fund is a small, but focused and deliberate effort 

to have an impact now and into the future through investing in effective current campaigns and the 

next generation of environmental leaders.  

We hope you will join us.  Our goal, once again, is to raise $10,000 in contributions. Contributions 

can be made via check using the enclosed envelope.  Alternatively, the following links make it easy 

to share or donate securely to Sarah’s Fund in the digital age: 

 Online at www.sierrafund.org – Just click Donate Now, and select Sarah Forslund Fund as 

the Program Designation. 

 At this page, https://rally.org/SarahForslundFund, you may view a short video of the 

Fund’s impacts, donate, and/or easily share the fund’s message with others who may be 

interested and inspired.    

 

In gratitude,  

Laura Olsen 

Board Co-Chair 

Rebecca Flynn 

Board Co-Chair 
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